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Rene A. Shields branding the stage
name 'REM is a rap artists with a
new found R&B interests as he
works towards vocal excellence. He
prides himself in listening to all genres of music as to not limit himself.
Inspired by Party Next Door who
happens to be one of his favorites
simply because he feels as though
they perhaps connect on the same
level. Another inspiration of his is
Young Pappy. Super devoted to his
camp, Rem makes it very clear that
if you take him, you’ll have to take
his team—VSME. I'm a Loyal person and my team is important. My
loyalty runs deep and I would be just
as loyal and dedicated to whomever
I'm in a partnership with. A skilled
man working towards progression,
Rem is a professional in other aspects as well. He’s attended a culinary arts institution and at present,
he’s working in the culinary arts
field.

Rem

“Music Is Business”

Exxpose Magazine asked about
Rem’s take on social media and he
eplains, “I'm pretty private, so I
wouldn't allow my personal business
to be aired or at least I would try to
Keep my personal business.”
On another note, let’s talk fashion “I
consider myself a 'Pretty Gangsta'. I
like to look nice, but I'm very aware.
I come from the streets—I'm a street
Kid but I’m a nice-looking'' street kid
though. My swag is majorly important to my image because what
you see is what you get.
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take on fashion and how important is it ….I can't relate to the swag of the new talent that's been coming
out. I may like the music they make, but I'm pretty neutral to the new styles that are coming out. You
see, I got that 'Pretty Gangsta' swag lol. I'm a little different....I'm actually way different. My swag is majorly important to my image because What you see is what you get. How I see myself is basically how I want
other people to see me. I don't TRY though. I just 'DO ME'
Everyone can be on the look out for my next project to be released by staying connected with me on IG:
remtherapper3, SoundCloud: SavageRem or Twitter: remtheman03 or contact VSME at (504) 296-1816.
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Let’s Talk
What Is Public Relations
Let’s start by distinguishing
who needs PR. Simply put, if
you are a talent or business
looking to expand or succeed
at what you do. It will require
standing out in your genre,
industry or business area.
Standing up to the competition will never be an easy
thing to do. But, what makes
is more likely to happen is
you’re approach to overcoming competitors. A sure way to
accomplish that task is by hiring a qualified PR specialist or
PR firm to assist in spearheading your public relations
needs.
Your first step would be to find
the best possible fit for a PR
specialist or firm that is not
only qualified, but also has the
resources to properly align
you with your audience as
well as winning media outlets.
By using this strategy, talents
can expect a level of growth
that is sure to set them apart
from others. Although hiring a
publicist is not an easy thing,
nor is it a cheap expense.
However, many will agree that
it is a note worthy step that
has to be taken
“If you fail to plan, that means
you perhaps plan to fail.” Hire
a publicist, create a stellar
plan of action and start winning today as you reach success. Your career depends on
it. Make a decision
to win!
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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public relations
How Does PR Work
PR is often viewed as a team of professionals that handles a business
or talent’s branding. It is essential to
every business entity and/or brand
to develop a strategic source of promotions, marketing, advertising and
branding. In order to do so, in a productive manner, it is important to
factor in the fact that it takes a team
to build a business or a brand.
It is seemingly impossible to do it all
by yourself. Moreover, it is even
more unlikely that a talent who specializes in a specific entertainment
skill—would be readily prepared to
embark upon a fully knowledgeable
level of experience to adequately
secure sufficient press and media.
Additionally, it is also unlikely that a
business mogul will be well informed
about every single aspect of proper
branding, marketing and advertising.
Therefore, the best move is to secure a qualified professional who
has a produced proven, resultsoriented tactics which can attribute
to the growth and success of your
company.
The way PR works is this...you
simply hire the professionals, step
aside, and so what you do best. Focus on your talent or business and
use your strengths to stand out in
that way. Let your publicist do what
they do best—and that’s getting your
name or your brand out there bussing in a great way. It will be one of
the best investments you’ll ever
make.
Industry Exxposed PR

Exxpose Magazine is an entertainment and lifestyle publication with emphasis based on the profound exploration
of Music, Moguls, Models & Media. We have collectively established this publication as a dominant voice and a
networking outlet for industry advocates to land extraordinary relationships and countless opportunities.

Over the years, through many productions, endeavors and by contributing tons of public relations advice, Exxpose
Magazine and it’s affiliates has served as a vehicle to success for many legendary and thriving entertainers as
well. In this issue we are pleased to presents Strugglin Records.
Exxpose Magazine pays tribute to phenomenal legendary and thriving music artists, actors, models and moguls
— soaring to ensure that the entertainment industry explodes and far exceeds the nation’s expectations. Exxpose
Magazine subscribers and readers can expect cutting edge and surreal testimonials, real life stories as we highlight
feature moguls and universal events abroad. In this publication you will find inspirational experiences, a wealth of
knowledge, professional industry advice and industry updates.
In closing, we’d like to thank everyone for the continued support of Exxpose Magazine.
See you in the spot light!
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Shantrell “CoCo” Wade
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“Never Be Afraid to be Yourself”

Neji Vibez

“I Take Business Personally”
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Patrick Matthew Troullier answers to Neji Vibez in the music industry. He enlightened Exxpose Magazine in
sharing that he actually got his name from cartoon character he really likes and found that he sort of relates
to in some ways. When describing his talent—the style of my music he identifies with is more of
“Experimental Music.” The versatile talent elates in a career background stemming from residential and commercial construction. He’d even enlisted in the military and went to the Army right out of high school. He’s
from Louisiana and considers himself a Bayou Boy.

In his own words, what you Neji Vibez wants you to know, “I'm a professional when It comes to my work.”
“I take business personally and have a stellar work ethic.” The artists further explains, there are definitely certain things he wouldn't do if it crosses the line of a certain moral code. Neji is a super creative person and
would contribute majorly to any brand and become an asset to anyone he partners with. The partnership
would be a profitable and successful one. What makes him different from every other professional in this industry is his individuality. He’s unique and never really felt like he fit in with other people. There are no two
things in this universe that are completely identical. Simply knowing that; he realizes that there is no other
person and will never be another person like him. He strongly believes it to be the coolest part about being
human. Exxpose Magazine posed the question, why music...why now? Neji Vibez shares that it's the only
thing that keeps him alive. “Music is therapeutic for me—I consider my music my medicine.” The most important thing is to have a Killer work ethic and confidence in yourself. Learn how to express yourself and be
yourself. I'd relate that to any craft, not just music. Also learn to be a student. If there’s one thing Neji would
like everyone to know about him is this—”people tend to take lyrics personally and I want them to understand
that they shouldn't take everything I say in my music in a literal context; It's just words over a beat but can be
deeper than that sometimes. Stay connected as he develops an upcoming eight song album to be titled soon!
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O’lay 37

O’lay37, born Hikeem Crawford represents the Independent Label 'Vennum Shocq Music Entertainment LLC
In an exclusive interview with Exxpose Magazine O’lay37 talks about his music journey in say that “I consider
my style as a 'conscience style' meaning I translate my awareness of things that should be said and done within the community and cultures of the listeners. What makes me different from any other talent is—and this
may sound cocky, but I am 'Olay 37. Those artists are who they are. The delivery, energy and emotion that
goes into their music reflects them, and my music is a reflection of me. I can't speak on anyone in the industry
because I wouldn't want to misquote or misrepresent them. Personally my music is created with the intent to
bring about 'change'. Don't get me wrong, I can go off topic especially when collaborating with other artists, but
my main focus is "change." But at the end of the day, don't forget "I spit Vennum."
The biggest piece of advise I can give to a talent following in my footstep is, never be afraid to be yourself no
matter what friends, family or anyone says. Remember to always be yourself, have a dream, find purpose, and
strive in your own image. Always keep GOD first. If there is anything I would want the world to know about
me—not being facetious, but I am God's gift. I say this because the only wisdom that truly exists is God's wisdom. My name is Hikeem which means wisdom. As a talent I want people to realize that I am a musician and
an artist and not a rapper. I am what I do and what I do is who I am.

Looking at the world and the way things are in society, social media and personal life has it’s place. I feel that
social media isn't the place for personal matters. A lot of celebs fall victim to social media posts and shenanigans when their careers should be the focal point. Being a music artist also means being an entrepreneur,
therefore represent your brand. Stay tuned to a laundry list of developments coming from O’lay37 by following
me on Facebook and IG using social media handles"Olay Crawford".
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Start Benefiting from your PR relationship

Got Questions?
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Strgglin Records

Cool Macc

Byron Glenn Walker originally from Oakland California fancies the stage name COOL MACC. A catch significance developed as a direct result of his polarity with the girls while on tour back in the days.
Inspirations to launch a record label came evolved from his tenure in the music business
having been signed to an independent label at one time. Experiencing dilemmas in which Cool Macc felt they
were moving too slow, although he likes to move fast rather; when it comes to producing and releasing records. He wanted to gain more control of his own music projects. Thus Strugglin Records was born.
The name itself evokes a message for the people. Those who are out there struggling, according to Cool
Macc. He found it to be catchy and most memorable. The logo resembles a record which is broken in one part,
again which exhibits the fact that there is a missing piece. Thus a true sign of the struggle.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net
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Strgglin Records frost
In describing his style of music, his vision, his brand--Frost illustrates, "I've got dreams bigger than
Texas." He exclaims, it's the type of music he creates. Insisting that he doesn't do hip hop, or pop music.
He shares that he is more like a hybrid. Country rap, and repetitive hooks is what you can expect from his
music compositions. Frost describes his tracks as beats that will knock your trunk off. What sets at the
forefront of his priority list is a precise vision to become one of the biggest rappers in Texas' perhaps the
coldest in Texas; maybe even the world.
Inspirations stem from pretty much every rapper in Texas; Frost having grown up listening to artists such
as DJ Screw, Slim Thug, Paul Wall and every rapper from Houston weather underground or mainstream.
Rapper Boosie is another one of Frost’s most favored inspirations in the hip hop game.
With a rap career dating back to 2003, while fresh out of college; Frost featured in a group titled cold
blooded along with his cousin. While the talent is open to new relationships, featuring with collaborating
hip hop artists at the moment is far fetched. Enlightened by CEO Cool Macc, as an artist himself Frost is
accepting the advice to restrain from feature collaborations as he continues to strengthen his brand and
image. The duo believe in the strategy of making hits and letting the big boys come to you.

What you can expect next from Strugglin Records as it relates to upcoming projects is three new singles
in addition to the official "Hook Em Horns" album set to release in spring 2018 amidst Exxpose Magazine's release party celebration during SXSW week in Austin.
It's been a challenging journey but is now rewarding as a result of his new partnership with Strugglin Records CEO Cool Macc. Frost extends surreal truths in says to other artists; "This road isn't going be easy.
Stop looking for people to help you. Nowadays people don't help you. You've got to put yourself on.
You've got to show folks that you are worth the investment they might desire to put into you, should they
decide to. Everybody isn't going to like your music but you've got to keep going. You'll know when you get
to a certain platform because some of the people who you thought were in your corner will start acting a
certain way towards you. You'll know when you get to that platform. Throughout your journey you're going to lose some people. They start dropping like file. I never knew all of this went on in the industry until
now. What I've learned is that God has a way of peeling back the outside layers of the orange in order to
get to the juice.
Excited about new business ventures in conjunction with the Frost music brand; the hip hop artists is expected to drop a new clothing line entitled SwaggaPotamus. The line is geared to big guys and caters to a
minimum size of 2XL. He's collaborating with his wife's developing clothing line and hand bag collection
BADD as well. As his better half, his wife is not only his partner but remains his biggest inspiration. She is
the sole reason for Frost revisited the idea of reentering the music industry.
Stay connected with Strugglin Records artists Frost as he continues his journey by following him on social
media @FrostDfent on Facebook and @frost_df_ent on Instagram. Look for his music videos on
YouTube.
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A hard working individual, working seven days a week; the record label CEO proclaims. With an intense
background in construction, commercial flooring, cementing and landscaping, just to name a few. Cool
Macc explains "I've worked hard all my life". This same work ethic is one that the label CEO thrives on as
he leads by example in moving his talents and company forward all the while exemplifying progress.
The ultimate goal and mission of Strugglin Records is inevitably to get more music and projects out, of
course without limitations. In addition, to gain more control as mentioned. Throughout Cool Macc's music
career he has had the privilege of playing for many acts including legendary moguls. Having had the ability
to play several instruments including but not limited to the trumpet, guitar, bass, violin, trombone and piano
as well as he possesses the knowledge of reading sheet music. Accordingly, Cool Macc has had a lot of
teachers ranging from Michael Jackson to Princes to George Clinton; those guys were my teachers.
As a result of past industry relationships, having been lied to and taken advantage of, people steeling from
him once upon a time. It shed a different light on the aspects of business which led to Macc's retirement for
quite a while. Until the recent partnership with Frost, the CEO having exhausted what seemed to be all of
his measures; Cool Macc as a music industry professional eventually retired from the business. Until linking with Frost. He raves about that fact that his artists, being the amazing person he is--it really put life back
into him. Now after only seven months working together, they have already released countless music and
videos.
"I'm the coolest most generous dude in the world, I don't have a mean bone in my body." Cool Macc, a family man with both kids and grandkids, he finds is important to give back. Philanthropy efforts and humanitarian acts includes monthly contributions and donations to St. Jude hospital foundation as well as the Salvation Army in addition to kids back to school supply give-a-ways. I've done many things within the music industry, but the only things I'd never done thus far is have a big record and feature on a magazine cover, for
this I appreciate Exxpose Magazine for the opportunity. All I need know is to have a big record and the I can
say I did it. Be sure to stay connected with Cool Macc and Strugglin Records via social media
@ByronWalker on Facebook and via email WalkerByron988@gmail.com.
www.ExxposeMagazine.net

Born and raised in the Texas right outside of Austin; Frost has spent his life in the lone star state. Sadly, his
mother passed away when he was only nine years old. The hip hop talent was therefore raised in Austin by
Barbara Alexander, his mother's sister. Derrick Devin Davis operating under the stage name FROST had
been often referred to as D-Frost. Inevitably, out of respect for another artists evolving from Houston; he was
intrigued to change his industry name to just Frost.

Ironically, the Strugglin Records brand consists of two individuals Manager and CEO "Cool Macc" as well as
the artist "Frost." It's unique that inadvertently, both their stage names relate to that of the ice. The managers
name is Cool and the artist name is Frost. It no mystery as to why they floss with so much ice. When asked
whether the names were collaborated intentionally, Frost responded in saying, that it wasn't at all arranged.
Insisting that "only time can bring this type of connection together."
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